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Unite food lovers and chefs from around the world

Create authentic experiences and make international cuisine more accessible

Use local ingredients as a means to create global flavors

Deliver different cooking experiences that allow you to have the world on

your plate every day

“We aspire to unite and deliver authentic flavors to kitchens via Live Interactive

Online Cooking Classes around the world. We understand that there is a true

need to supply culinary knowledge and access to culinary education. 

 ChefPassport strives to help people build skills for life, particularly corporate

teams who are remote and scattered across the globe. Now more than ever

during the age of lockdowns and pandemics, we are focusing on our corporate

services to help teams bond through Virtual Team Building Activities, which are

guarantees to connect colleagues via the medium of food."

ChefPassport is a Luxembourg based cook-tech company. We provide live

streaming interactive cooking classes over the Internet through our digital

platform www.chefpassport.com, organize Virtual Team Building Cooking

activities and host group cooking events.

Our mission
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French

Greek

Indian

Mexican

Spanish

Brazilian

Italian

Japanese

Balkan 

Our Top Chef Instructor Program

 All of the Chefs teaching your team go through an extensive Top

Chef Instructor program before they take you on digital food

adventures. This is why we have select International Cuisines for

corporate clients - we want to insure that you get the best online

culinary experience possible.

Our Top Chef Instructors teach the following cuisines: 

Coming soon:

Craving a certain cuisine missing from the list? If so, let us know

at info@chefpassport.com and we will be sure to onboard that

cuisine into our next Top Chef Instructor cohort.

TOP CHEF
INSTRUCTORS
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TEAM BUILDING
ADD ONS

In every ChefPassport Virtual Team Building Online Cooking

Class, we give 30 minutes of free Virtual Dine time. This ensures

that your team can connect and celebrate accomplishing their

cooking goals during the session. If your team wants to add an

extra Virtual Team Building activity to their session, we suggest to

take a few minutes from your Virtual Dine Time and participate in

a free end-of-session add on. These activities will help your team

build important communication skills and add a bit of friendly

competition to your Online Cooking Class. 

Pitch Your Dish End of Session Add On

This is a great end of session element to include in any Online

Cooking Class for small teams with 10 colleagues or less. In this

competition, you and your team will work on virtual public

speaking skills, persuasion and presenting yourself online. The

goal is simple, each member of your team will have one minute

to pitch why his or her dishes are the best in the class. After

hearing the impromptu speech, your Top Chef Instructor will

award the best pitched dish for the session.

Best Plated Menu End of Session Add On

This too is a great end of session element to include in any

Online Cooking Class for teams with 35 colleagues or less. Your

team will be asked to show their plated dishes at the end of the

session. Meanwhile, ChefPassport Tech will be taking loads of

screenshots for the Top Chef Instructor to review after the

course. Within 24 hours of your class, you will receive an 'And the

winner is..' email announcing your team's best plated menu

during the session. The 24 hour wait time adds a bit of

anticipation and creates a bit of buzz in your workday.
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MOST POPULAR
COURSES

PAGE 4 | MOST POPULAR MENUS

Digital 

Brunch

60 minute

Power Lunch

High Tea & 

Coffee Pause

After Work &

Happy Hour

International & 

A La Carte Menu

Fun 

Challenge



INTERNATIONAL &
A LA CARTE COURSES
Our International Courses are great digital replacements for

teams that have trouble dining out for lunch and dinner due to

the pandemic. They are particularly great for dispersed teams

that rarely get the chance to meet and connect over food. Since

lunch hour with colleagues and celebratory team dinner's are

standard business practices, we recommend that our

International Course be your next lunch or dinner time Virtual

Team Building must do.

Our A La Carte Dishes and Courses

All of our International Dishes can be combined into one, two,

three course menus - and for teams really hungry - we can tailor a

four course menu plus to your needs. In these courses, class

duration depends on your Course Menu, which is made up of the

various dishes you select and the skills you wish to learn.

Our Set International Menus

Not exactly sure on what International Menu you want? No

worries. We have created, tested and perfected set menus across

International Cuisines ranging from a 60 minute two course Curry

in a Hurry class to a 2 hour four course Greek Classics

experience. 

Our Respectful Recipes

We embrace diversity in all faucets of life and believe respect is

paramount to illustrating our commitment. Accordingly, we aim

to offer various alternatives to dishes that conflict with dietary

restrictions, religious beliefs and individual choices relating to

food. If your team has food restrictions or choices that need to

be respected, inform us and we will work with our Top Chef

Instructors to find best alternatives.
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FRENCH 
A LA CARTE
DISHES 

Quiche Florentine, Lorraine and More

Learn how to make authentic hand-made

pastry base and a variety of ways to fill it

using traditional French flavors.

Salad Niçoise

This dish is a light salad consisting primarily

of tomatoes, hard boiled eggs and tuna or

anchovies - originating from Nice. 

Ratatouille 

A popular French provençal stewed

vegetable dish - also coming from Nice.

Baked Camembert

Learn about this moist, soft, creamy,

surface-ripened cow's milk cheese and how

to bake it to perfection.

Tarte au citron 

Make it quick with ready made dough or

extend the class and learn to make

homemade pastry base - in either version

you will master how to make its authentic

zesty lemon filling.

Mousse au chocolat

Discovered in late 19th century France, this

is a decadent and rich dessert wonderful to

indulge on after a long day.

Macarons & Madeleines

Suggested to bake together in a two hour

class - you will have all the time to perfect

these traditional French cookies.

Mille-Feuille

Also known as vanilla slice or custard slice

dessert - learn how to layer delicate sweets..

Duration: 30-180 minutes depending on

choice selection
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GREEK
A LA CARTE
DISHES 

Moussaka

This is an eggplant-based dish found across

the Mediterranean and is a notorious staple

in Greece.

Loukaniko

Learn to cook skinless sausages and

replicate the robust textures in Greek food.

Rizogalo

Rice pudding is popular around the world,

but this Greek version is one to remember.

Tzatziki

This popular zesty dip with dill, cucumber

and yogurt brings you to the Mediterranean

from the comfort of your home.

Horiatiki

Make this authentic, healthy Greek salad -

which pairs perfectly with any Greek main.

Keftedes & Falafel

These traditional meatballs or falafel - as a

vegetarian option - are great when paired

with your tzatziki sauce on the side and sure

to create a burst of flavor and texture in

every bite.

Saganaki

This melted cheese creates a nice tangy

sensation on the tongue and pairs perfectly

with the delicate nature of kefetdes and

falafel.

Duration: 30-180 minutes depending on

choice selection
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MEXICAN
A LA CARTE
DISHES 

Guacamole

An avocado dip staple from the land of

Mexico.

Sweet Potato Chips

Try these more nutrient packed chips in

your guacamole side.

Pan Fried Tortilla Chips & Hot Sauce

Once you learn how to make homemade

spicy sauce and chips, you will never buy

them at the market again.

Chicharrón de pescado

This fried, typically white, fish pairs

perfectly as a before dinner treat.

Burrito

Make a traditional tortilla-filled cheese and

flank beef recipe today.

Enchilada

Learn how to make authentic spicy chicken

filled tortilla and how to soak it in a special

spicy red sauce. 

Capirotad

Try a go at a traditional Mexican bread

dessert with syrup and apples, topped with

cheese.

Duration: 30-180 minutes depending on

choice selection
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SPANISH 
A LA CARTE
DISHES 

Gazpacho

What a great and healthy dish to make at

any time of the day. Learn how to whip up

this Andalusian classic.

Catalan Bread with Tomato

This is a classic dish of Catalonia that can

be found on every table in homes and

restaurants.

Spanish Tortilla

Learn how to make this popular dish which

is simply a marriage of potato, onion and

eggs

Paella

Learn how to make one of the most iconic

dishes from the land of fiesta, siesta and

flamenco.

Garbanzos a la andaluza

This savory tapa is one of the classics from

the terrace bars of Seville Spain. Rich

flavors of cumin will delight your senses

with these authentic flavors.

Pyrenees sausage botifarra esparracada

This dish uses the best ingredients found in

the Pyrenees: mushrooms, pine nuts and of

course fresh sausage!

Gambas al ajillo 

Spanish style garlic prawns - add a bit of

spice to give that authentic Spanish touch.

Andalucian Oanges

In the heat of southern Spain this light and

cool dessert will leave you wanting more.

Crema catalana

Learn how to make a creamy custard with a

lovely layer of caramelized sugar on top!

Duration: 30-180 minutes depending on

choice selection



FUN CHALLENGE
COURSES

Basic to advance knife skills

How to make homemade pastry dough

How to stop splitting sauces

Does a bit of friendly competition go a long way with your team?

Our Challenge Courses are great for teams eager to face off in a

virtual bake off. These courses are filled with easy to learn recipes

and tend to take place in an hour or less, which is a unique

solution for teams working under tight time constraints. In these

classes you will make cookies or snacks that can be eaten at

anytime of the day. This makes Challenge Courses your Virtual

Team Building activity of choice for any hour during the

workweek. 

Our Speed Challenge Courses

A Speed Challenge is exactly what it sounds like, cook or bake

along with your Top Chef Instructor in a short time frame. There

isn't much room for do-overs in the class, but instead a little bit of

added pressure to get your dish plated and to the table in 30, 45

or 60 minutes flat. 

Our Culinary Skills Challenge Courses

Some teams like to focus more on culinary techniques to master

rather than putting a full menu together. In these skills focused

courses your Top Chef Instructor, specialized in the skill of the

day, will teach essential kitchen techniques. Accordingly, you will

cook fewer dishes and learn more culinary secrets to help you in

your future kitchen endeavors. 

Skills you can master:

At the end of Culinary Skills Challenge Courses, participants

demonstrate their skills in front of the team. Your Top Chef

Instructor then gives feedback to your and crowns the 'Skills

Master of the Day.'
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IDEA! 
BAKE IT UP
CHOCOLATE
CHIP COOKIE
RUMBLE

Dishes learned: Chocolate Chip Cookies

Did you know that legend has it that the

chocolate chip cookie was invented by

American chefs Ruth Graves Wakefield and

Sue Brides in 1938? Learn how Ruth and Sue

created this delicious treat and at the same

time compete with others in this Online

Bake-Off.

The Challenge

Want a challenge in your Online Class? In

this session, our Top Chef Instructor will

show participants how to create fast-bake

cookie batter. The challenge is two fold: 1)

put your baking skills to the test and get

cookies to the table in less than 45 minutes

- a feat not always easy to do 2) compete

against others - but remember that the size,

shape and color of your cookies need to be

identical, if you want to win this challenge -

so said by your Top Chef Instructor judge!

Set Menu! Get the class materials now in

this 45 minute course.
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IDEA!
STACK IT UP
CREPE CAKE
CHALLENGE

Crepe 'Mille' Cake 

Literally meaning “a thousand crepes,” the

mille crepe has no less than 20 delicate

paper-thin handmade crepes layered with a

filling of your choosing - from jams, curds,

and creams to famous nutella

The Challenge

This is a great way to bring ‘fun’ to your

virtual team building session. In this course,

our Top Chef Instructor will show

participants how to create crepe batter.

Then, digital food explorers will race to the

finish with only 1 hour to create, stack and

fill their kitchen masterpieces. In the last 5

minutes, the Top Chef Instructor will give

feedback on the tasty food-art created, so

that attendees can learn how to re-create

thin and delicate crepes, from the comfort

of home time and time again.

Set Menu! Get the class materials now in

this 60 minute course.
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IDEA!
SLICE IT UP
KNIFE SKILLS
GREEK
OPTION

Greek Salad or Tzatziki

Recreate an authentic Greek salad that is

sure to give you a kick of healthy vitamins

essential in a balanced diet, or try to make

tzatziki, a popular zesty dip filled with dill,

cucumber and yogurt.

The Challenge

This is a great challenge class for foodies

who want to learn the basics of knife

cutting. In this course, the Top Chef

Instructor will teach attendees how to use

four basic knife skills and give examples on

which dishes or ingredients tend to use

each cut - all the while putting together a

classic Greek Salad or Tzatziki for

participants to enjoy after the session.

Set menu! Get the class materials now in

this 45 minute course.



DINE TIME 
FAVORITE COURSES 

French Apero

Italian Aperativo

Mexican Happy Hour

Spanish Tapas

Our Dine Time Favorite Courses add a twist to traditional

breakfast, snack, lunch, coffee break, and after work experiences.

These classes provide unique offerings based on popular food

trends (i.e. healthy eating and international brunches) as well as

wine and food culture (i.e. European Afterworks and British High

Teas) to name a few. Check out how each of our Dine Time

Favorites could be a nice digital solution for your company's

corporate culture. 

Power Lunch Courses - Great for Healthy Eaters

Our Power Lunches are great for teams that want to cook easy to

make healthy 'non-heavy' lunches that will help you avoid that

afternoon energy drain. Great in a 60 minute class.

Virtual Happy Hour Courses - Great for Social Butterflies

Does your team love to cheers with peers after a long day of

work? In our Virtual Happy Hour / Afterwork classes we add one

classic drink or cocktail to your menu of authentic international

finger foods. Our 60-90 minutes Happy Hour cuisines include:

High Tea and Coffee Pause Courses - Great for Coffee Breakers

Our High Tea and Coffee Pause Courses are great for teams that

need a sugar high to get them past the afternoon hump. In this

class you will learn how to make salty, savory and sweet treats to

go along with your much needed coffee and tea time afternoon

break. These courses run 60-120 minutes depending on dish

selection.

Digital Brunch - Great for International Tastes

Our Digital Brunches are international in scope and the menus

can be built to your tastes and needs. These courses are great for

early risers or for teams that are dispersed across many time

zones with a variety of food preferences and tastes. Take 60-120

minutes away from work and cook together in your next Virtual

Team Building activity.
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POWER
LUNCH
DISHES

Open Sandwich

Also known as an open-face/open-faced

sandwich, bread baser, bread platter or

tartine - this alternative to a traditional

sandwich will make your lunch hour

different.

Caesar Salad - Old School

This dish includes romaine lettuce,

croutons, olive oil, egg, Worcestershire

sauce, anchovies, garlic and more.

Grilled Asparagus with Poached Eggs

Learn how to make asparagus to perfection

and the skills needed to create poached

eggs to your liking.

Tuna Salad with Homemade Mayonnaise

Did you know it takes less than eight

minutes to make homemade mayo? Learn

how to create this sauce in a flash and save

pocket money from buying store bought

jars in the future. 

Duration: 45-60 minutes depending on

choice selection.
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VIRTUAL
HAPPY HOUR
AFTER WORK
DISHES

Cocktail: Sangria

Learn how to slice, fill, pour and add

special ingredients to make your wine

sangria a show stopper.

Patatas Bravas & Sauce

One of the most famous Spanish tapas

made with fried potatoes - you will learn

how to make the dish and sauce from

scratch.

Cheese & Olive Skewers

May sound simple, but your Top Chef

Instructor will tell you which cheese or

cheese variety is great to pair with those

salty olives.

Tomato & Butterbean Dip

A healthy and light Spanish tapa to help

you open up your stomach for supper.

Spanish Summer Salad

A light tapa on a hot summer day filled with

potatoes, cherry tomatoes and peppers.

Spanish Cured Ham and Cheese Rolls

This tapa is a favorite of the Top Chef

Instructor. You will love how the cured

meat, Philadelphia and blue cheese along

with walnut pair well together.

Chicken Lollypops

Not as famous as other tapas but popular

nonetheless. This dish is a Spanish version

of American style chicken wings.

Sherry Reduction Sauce 

Cook along or watch along to learn how to

create the perfect Sherry reduction sauce

to pair with your chicken.

Duration: 60-90 minutes depending on

choice selection.
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HIGH TEA
COFFEE
PAUSE
DISHES

Made from Scratch Scones

A popular dish in Scotland, Ireland and the

United Kingdom, this fluffy treat is a must-

have most days in these countries.

Delightful Sandwiches

Make a handful of bite-sized finger foods to

accompany you during your afternoon

coffee.

Traditional Cheese Gougères

This is a baked savory choux pastry made

of choux dough mixed with cheese - once

you learn how to make choux, you will have

the basic skill sets to create eclairs,

profiteroles and other sweet desserts.

Quick and Easy Crepes

Whether you like your crepes salty or

sweet, you will learn how to make a quick

batch for any occasion.

Duration: 60-120 minutes depending on

choice selection.
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DIGITAL 
BRUNCH
DISHES

American Pancakes

This is an American thick pancake which

you will cook from scratch.

Mixed Berry Syrup

No need for syrup when you can choose

your favorite berry and make homemade

sauce for your brunch treats.

Huevo Rancheros 

Popular on rural Mexican farms, this dish

consists of fried eggs served on lightly fried

or charred tortilla, tomatoes and other

spices.

Bacon - Your style

Soft, hard, crispy, dry, learn all the ways to

make that international brunch special.

Classic Souffle

A baked egg-based delight that originated

in early eighteenth-century France - can

you make the proper soft and airy texture

signature of this dish?

English Muffins with Hollandaise

A take on Egg’s Benedict with a sauce

made of egg yolk, melted butter, and

lemon juice

Duration: 60-90 minutes depending on

choice selection.
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TAILORED
FOR YOU
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Group of:

4-35  Interactive

36-100  Q&A focus

100+: Webinar Style

Zoom

WebEx

Google Meet

Skype & More

Tech Support present

during class &

dedicated pre-event

account manager

Ingredient List

Kitchen List

Recipe Book

How to prepare

videos & documents

Adaptable menu for

food restrictions &

dietary needs

30 minutes of free

virtual dine time

available in every

corporate event

FORMATS DINE TIME STREAM TOOL

EVENT

SUPPORT

DIETARY

NEEDS

CLASS

MATERIALS



SUGGESTED
FORMATS

Morning Online Virtual Cooking Team Building session and

are followed by a workshop with your in-house Learning and

Development specialist or a suggested leadership coach

from a pool of specialists ChefPassport regularly works.  

Afternoon Online Virtual Cooking Team Building Session

followed by a workshop with your in-house Learning and

Development specialist or an expert business coach

resourced from a pool of specialists ChefPassport endorses. 

A Virtual Happy Hour / After Work Team Building or Online

Dinner session could replace the lunch session or be added

to the offsite, depending whether or not your team needs to

have more focused workshops or team building elements. 

Small to Medium Sized Team Format

This format can host 4 to 35 participants in one session which

gives you more engagement with each other. Participant's mics

are primarily left on throughout the course to ensure real-time

live interaction with the Top Chef Instructor and colleagues. 

Large Sized Team Format

Large group format can host 36-100 participants during a single

session. Mics are silenced throughout the class and a special 

Q&A session with the participants and Top Chef Instructor ends

the course. Participants are encouraged to write questions in the

chat box throughout the class. 

Double Session Format

Want to ensure optimum engagement and dine together after

the course? If so, this is the way to go. Simply choose two courses

you would like taught at the same time and split your guest list in

half. At the end, you can join course participants in your Virtual

Dine Time and help people from the different sessions cross

pollinate teachings from their culinary experiences. Great for

teams with more than 35 participants.

Half and Full Day Virtual Offsite

Not sure how to run half day or full day workshops in digital

environments? Our sessions are completely tailored to your

needs. They can include:
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PRACTICAL
INFORMATION
Logistics

Attendees will need a portable device with a camera, audio and

broadband Internet connection and are expected to purchase

their own ingredients prior to the event. 

Every digital food explorer will receive their Online Food Travel

Agenda (a manual including the ingredients to buy; along with

technical and practical details to prepare for the virtual class), a

virtual meeting invite and a ChefPassport Recipe Book. On the

day, you will have a dedicated ChefPasspot Tech consultant to

ensure a relaxing and stress free event.

Live Stream Tool

We suggest using Zoom on browser or application (particularly

for larger groups); however, we can test whether connectivity is

strong enough to host the class on Google Meet,  WebEx, Skype

and Microsoft Teams.  Simply let us know what software you

would like for us to test out and we'll see if we can adapt to your

needs.  

Your Dedicated Online Travel Guide Account Manager

As a business client, you will have a dedicated Account Manager,

so be sure to reach out to your Online Travel Guide Account

Manager for any questions or customization needed throughout

the planning and booking process..

Next Steps

For a full tailored offering, you will work with your Online Travel

Guide Account Manager to develop your customized event. After

all necessary details are confirmed, we will send you your course

materials and event confirmation.

Request a quote for your tailored offering.

For teams eager to book one of our Set International Menus,

standard Challenge or Favorite Dine Time Courses to expedite

your event, feel free to mention this in your quote request.
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A VIRTUAL TEAM
BUILDING MUST DO
ChefPassport's Online Cooking Classes

It is quite safe to say that cooking has become the breakout star

of this Covid-era. Experts agree. In a recent New York Times

article, How Covid 19 Is Making Millions of Americans Healthier,

Hans Taparia shares:

"In one recent survey, 54 percent of respondents said they cook
more than before the pandemic, 75 percent said they have

become more confident in the kitchen and 51 percent said they
will continue to cook more after the crisis ends. Interest in online

cooking tutorials, recipe websites and food blogs has surged."

There are many reasons for food and home cooking becoming

the newest trends. One example is that virtual cooking is not only

therapeutic and of course, a delicious way to fix those palette

cravings needed in the time of limited dining, it is also a creative

outlet to connect during confinement.

But what does this have to do with Virtual Team Building?

Even before the crisis, the notion of 'company outings and

socializing' was questioned to be a value add for teams. In a

September 2019 New York Times article by Alex Williams

entitled, Company Socializing Has Become Work: Two Words

Mandatory Fun, Williams argues that people can become distant

when forced to take part in activities not to their interests. 

Regardless of whether people loved or hated the corporate

escape rooms, ski trips and bar hops - one thing we know for sure

is that all these activities are on hold. Now that the “known”

element of team camaraderie is off the table, companies are on

the hunt to fill the void. And this time with team building

activities that have a universal 'interest' and can easily take place

in virtual environments.

Why Online Cooking Classes Are a Must Do

Knowing that we are still in the pandemic and many colleagues

are interested in learning more about home cooking, there is a

very high likelihood that there is a growing interest for team

members eager to participate in online cooking activities.

Also, very importantly, when one sits back and breaks down the

goals of team building, the similarities are comparable to the

skills needed to succeed in the kitchen. What are these

synergistic bullet points and how can they merge business with

“pleasure”?PAGE 4 | TOP CHEF INSTRUCTOR JAIR
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Communication

Problem Solving and decision making

Troubleshooting

Planning and adaptability

Building trust

Food is a medium of connection

Food is a medium for developing life skills

Food is a medium of cultural learning

Let's take some real life examples from ChefPassport's Virtual

Team Building Online Cooking Classes to see how teams

exercise these important team building skills. 

Spoken communication, visual learning, active listening and

written communication - when typing questions, greeting

colleagues or making jokes with emojis in the session's chat box -

occur in every course. Whether asking questions directly to the

Chef or congratulating colleagues' plated dishes, communication

is non-stop during ChefPassport's Live Interactive Online

Cooking Classes. 

Regarding problem solving and decision making, team members

use these skills when preparing for the class. Attendees need to

organize the course kitchenware and troubleshoot best

alternatives when an ingredient or tool goes missing. 

 Accordingly, planning for the session is very important, as this

includes the accountability and ownership of individual team

members to clean their kitchen equipment and measure

ingredients before the class. 

Building trust and rapport as well as allowing time to bond

together during virtual dine time are the biggest success factors

during ChefPassport's Live Interactive Online Cooking Classes.

Time and time again, we see participants invite their children and

family members to cook along during the session. This enables

colleagues to meet or be introduced to family and friends of

peers. Similar to the benefits organizations create during

corporate family days, such bonding experiences occur in

ChefPassport's Online Cooking Classes. On top of that,

participants' conversations about their experiences and how well

their kitchen creations turned out help colleagues to connect for

days after the class.

Why ChefPassport?

We believe that:

Attending our Live Interactive Online Cooking Classes as your

must do Virtual Team Building Activity will not only help your

team bond and build rapport, enhance virtual communication

skills, learn culinary skills for life, but also gain cultural knowledge

about the international cuisine of your choice!
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